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this summer c.c. hennix and h. Flynt are making one of their rare ex-
positions, occasioned by the 50th anniversity of the inception of concept 
art. the two simultanous exhibitions present “early works” by both art-
ists; Flynt documents works from 1961 as facsimile and reconstructions 
while hennix shows works from the ‘70s which were left out of her first 
installation, toposes & adjoints, sthlm, 1976, for reasons of space limita-
tions or lack of appropiate technology. these works belong to a modular 
array of installations excecuted in a range of multimedia and techniques: 
computer animation, sound environments, jet ink prints, wall paintings, 
soot, black light. this array, although superficially heterogenous, is uni-
fied by a series of “homotopies” which links one part with another as the 
result of the action of an “abstract” deformation which deforms one into 
another. each homotpy on display problematizes the topological concept 
of homotopy, some radically - as in the chaotic homotopy (soot) or the os-
cillating null-homotopy (lcd, jet ink) where in both cases equivalence is 
interpreted as geometric identity which already, by itself, problematizes 
the concept of a “point”, the basic element of any drawing or painting. the 
advanced visitor may discern more than seven homotopies on display.

the installation features two different soundinstallations in two different 
spaces, nadam brahman (healing sound) and soliton(e) star/nur.
soliton (e) features an infinite computer animation, with a live perfor-
mance of her recent composition blues dhikr al-salam (2003- present) by 
her current ensemble choras(s)an time-court mirage. the installations
and performances are going to be shown concurrently revealing a new 
level of complex interactions between these distinct media. the show at 
the grimmuseum aims at giving a new generation of audience an opportu-
nity to become familiar with some of the basic ideas behind the manhattan 
down town school of lamonte young, henry Flynt and herself.  

the sound-part of this installation centers on a computer generated 
“soliton(e)” which behaves like a “soliton” - an example of an excitable 
medium which responds dynamically to vibrational variations in the en-
vironment as it travels forward in time, interacting with itself in the form 
of standing waves. the visual-part is provided by the infinitely on-going 
computer animation, nur. the computer generated sound and animation 
are both continuously on-going co-events during the opening hours of the 
exhibition.

hennix` just intonation ensemble chorasan time-court mirage will per-
form her recent modal composition blues al-dhikr al-salam (remem-
berence of divine equellibrium) which is situated in the intersection of 
raga-s, makam and blues and is written for voice, brass, sinewaves and 
live electronics with texts chosen from the holy Koran.
the composition will be performed within the soliton(e) sound environ-
ment. playing at highly amplified levels through an electronic feedback 
system the musicians explore live the set of modal scales provided by the 
composition. inside this bath of harmonics the musicians extract streams 
of tones triggering specific moods and mind states which are embedded 
within this sonic environment. as in previous works for ensemble by hen-
nix, “blues dhikr al-salam “ is strongly musician specific and its form is 
always determined by the collective contributions of the members of the 
chorasan time-court mirage. Five performances will take place during 
the 4 weeks of exhibition. this project is an addition to hennix’s series of 
“infinitary compositions”, electronic compositions without a beginning or 
an end in the tradition originated by la monte young.

catherine christer hennix (b.1948 - stockholm) is an artist, poet, com-
poser, and philosopher with a strong interest in logic, the foundations of 
mathematics and formal music theory.

hennix has made two major installations (in stockholm) at moderna 
museet,1976 (brouwer’s lattice and toposes & adjoints, respectively) and 
at stiftelsen enkehuset, 1994 (la seminaire ii), and participated in group 
exhibitions at emily harvey gallery new york/venice 1988 - 2005, at the 
Fodor and stedelijk museums (amsterdam), 1991, 1992, at the belgrade 
museum of modern art, 1993 and at espace donguy (paris), 1995. her 
works can be found in the permanent collections of the stedelijk museum. 
amsterdam, the belgrade museum of modern art, belgrade, the museum 
of modern art, new york, and in major private collections.

almost every major experimental composer of the 20th century argued 
that the essence of music is time (e.g. la monte young “tuning is a func-
tion of time”). by thinking music through mathematics and quantum phys-
icis and eastern thought hennix is one of the few composers who insists 
on a music of no time.
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“The whole universe can be understood as just one 
single vibration. All atoms are continuously vibrat-
ing, the vacuum is vibrating, the whole cosmos is 
vibrating. When things vibrate, they generate these 
harmonics. Each harmonic is a state of nature. In 
physics, harmonics correspond to different states of 
matter. It´s empirical. As humans, we are reconfig-
uring them via the DNA molecule or whatever. When 
we hear these vibrations our system of molecules 
vibrates with them. You can think of sound as a me-
dicinal tonic. You are exposed to sound as you are 
exposed to a liquid, and it may change your ground 
state, and you go from one state to another because 
you are exposed to this radiation of sound.” 
from an interview with marcus boon

1
red/blue homotopy 
(pigments on paper)

1974-1976

2
red/blue homotopy 

(tape)

3 
soliton(e) star Zero-time emmanations
36ms - 6H cycles  (excerpts from score)

2003

4
red/blue homotopy 

ink jet prints

5
oscillating null-homotopy

ink jet prints

6 
oscillating null-homotopy

ink jet prints

 7 
chaotic homotopy 

soot on metal 
15.07.11 - 14.08.11

8
soliton(e) star Zero-time emmanations

computer composition
36ms cycles

9
soliton(e) star Zero-time emmanations

computer composition
6H cycles

10
nur

computer animation 
(LCD screens)
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I
philosophy proper, version 1 (1960)
philosophy proper, version 3 (1961)

Facsimile

II
circus (december 1960)

Facsimile

III
electronic score (november 1960)

Facsimile
reconstructed color sheet (2011)

IV
optical  audioplayer
Reconstruction (2011)

V
studies for gray planes

Facsimile

VI
concept art version 

of mathematics system
Facsimile

VII
work such that no one Knows 

what’s going on (wstnoKwgo)
Three realizations: La Monte Young, 
Marian Zazeela 1961 (facsimile) and 

Catherine Christer Hennix 1994 (original), 
Flyers (facsimile)

VIII
teseqs

Facsimile
reconstructed square hole (2011)

IX
innpersqs
Facsimile

X
the counting stand

Text and image (1993)

XI
authentic concept art

Title page (1990)

XII
the meaning of my avantgarde 

hillbilli and blues music
Title page (1980)

XIII
hermeneutics of mathematics

Two pages excerpt (1987)

XIV
counting

(2011)

XV
poem 4
(1960)

1974-1974

2003


